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Cause Synonyms, Cause Antonyms | Thesaurus.com c.1200, "reason for action, grounds for action; motive," from Old French cause "cause, reason; lawsuit, case in
law" (12c.), and directly from Latin causa "a cause; a reason; interest; judicial process, lawsuit," of unknown origin. Cause - definition of cause by The Free
Dictionary [[RUBATO]]A cause is an agent or condition that permits the occurrence of an effect or leads to a result: "He is not only dull in himself, but the cause of
dullness in others" (Samuel Foote). Reason refers to what explains the occurrence or nature of an effect: There was no obvious reason for the accident. Causes of
dementia - NHS Causes of dementia. Dementia isn't a single disease. Dementia is a term used to describe the symptoms that occur when there's a decline in brain
function. Several different diseases can cause dementia. Many of these diseases are associated with an abnormal build-up of proteins in the brain.

Cause | Define Cause at Dictionary.com Cause definition, a person or thing that acts, happens, or exists in such a way that some specific thing happens as a result; the
producer of an effect: You have been the cause of much anxiety. What was the cause of the accident? See more. CAUSE | meaning in the Cambridge English
Dictionary cause definition: 1. the reason why something, especially something bad, happens: 2. a reason to feel something or to behave in a particular way: 3. a
socially valuable principle that is strongly supported by some people: . Learn more. cause | Definition of cause in English by Oxford Dictionaries â€˜the cause of the
accident is not clearâ€™. â€˜By measuring errors or gaps in the process, you can identify the underlying root causes of process issues.â€™. â€˜Poor insulation
against the cold is being blamed as one of the main causes of the rise in the death rate.â€™.

Causes of Diabetes - What Causes Diabetes? Diabetes causes vary depending on your genetic makeup, family history, ethnicity, health and environmental factors.
There is no common diabetes cause that fits every type of diabetes. The reason there is no defined diabetes cause is because the causes of diabetes vary depending on
the individual and the type. Stroke - Causes - NHS There are two main types of stroke â€“ ischaemic strokes and haemorrhagic strokes. They affect the brain in
different ways and can have different causes. Causes of Cancer | Cancer Research UK Overexposure to ultraviolet (UV) light from the sun or sunbeds is the main
cause of skin cancer.

CAUSE - Official Site CAUSE is a unique peer-led regional charity offering services to families, partners and friends across Northern Ireland caring for a loved one
who has experienced serious mental illness. CAUSE is run by carers for carers which gives us an organisation a true peer-led ethos and belief in the power of
connecting with other people who have shared.
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